How do children acquire the meanings of words? Many word learning mechanisms have been proposed to guide learners through this challenging task. Despite the availability of rich information in the learner's linguistic and extralinguistic input, the word-learning task is insurmountable without such mechanisms for filtering through and utilizing that information. Different kinds of words, such as nouns denoting object concepts and verbs denoting event concepts, require to some extent different kinds of information and, therefore, access to different kinds of mechanisms. We review some of these mechanisms to examine the relationship between the input that is available to learners and learners' intake of that input-that is, the organized, interpreted, and stored representations they form. We discuss how learners segment individual words from the speech stream and identify their grammatical categories, how they identify the concepts denoted by these words, and how they refine their initial representations of word meanings. © 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
INTRODUCTION

A
child's first word is a celebrated milestone. Though the process of language acquisition begins long before this milestone, and even before birth, it overtly signals the child's entrance into her social milieu-in which language is the primary communicative system-and marks the beginning of a rapid addition of new words into her productive vocabulary; by age 18 months, children produce on average 50 words and comprehend over 200. 1 Where do these words come from? Naturally, children acquire words of the language(s) to which they are exposed. And the frequencies with which children use specific words, as well as the ways in which they use them, are related to how and how often they are used in their environment. 2 But children's language competence does not consist of simple memorization and repetition of the incoming linguistic stream. To acquire an individual word, children segment its phonological form from the undemarcated auditory stream, map the form to a candidate conceptual referent, and continually refine until the extension of the word's meaning matches the usage of other members of the linguistic community. These tasks are not trivial. For example, the situation in which a word is uttered offers in principle an unbounded hypothesis space about the concept it denotes, as famously noted by Quine-saying 'gavagai' in synchrony with a rabbit running yields an indeterminate space of possible meanings (Does it mean rabbit? Run? Tail?). 3 Thus, though the availability of language input is critical for children to acquire the language of their community, exposure to input alone is insufficient. Importantly, properties of the learning situation and of the learner together determine what precisely the learner absorbs from it, that is, the learner's 'intake.' Learning situations may differ in the degree to which they unambiguously distinguish competing hypotheses about word meaning. And learners may differ in their abilities to discover and utilize the cues available in the input. Therefore, in constructing a model of lexical development, the learner's 'input' must be considered in tandem with the concept of 'intake.' 4 In this review we discuss some of the word learning mechanisms that have been hypothesized to guide learners as they acquire words. We limit the scope of our discussion to the acquisition of open class words, particularly focusing on nouns and verbs because these constitute the majority of children's early receptive and expressive vocabularies and are the best understood with respect to learning mechanisms. In what follows, we first address the problem of finding the words, which include segmenting words from the continuous speech stream and identifying their grammatical categories; then, we turn to the issue of identifying the concept, discussing what mechanisms the learner makes use of in assigning meanings to words; and lastly, we discuss learning over multiple situations, through which the learner refines her initial hypothesis with additional exposure.
FINDING THE WORDS
Initial steps in forming a representation for a new word are segmenting individual word forms from the continuous speech stream and identifying their grammatical categories (e.g., noun, verb, adjective). Although language does not come to the child in neatly separated lexical units, the linguistic stream includes statistical regularities that help learners identify word boundaries. For example, the transitional probabilities between syllables-that is, the probability with which a particular syllable occurs given a preceding one-are generally higher within words, and lower across word boundaries. By eight months of age, infants can track such regularities and use them to identify word boundaries. 5 This can be an effective strategy, because in natural languages, syllables that frequently occur together do often make up words. But of course, this strategy may occasionally lead to faulty word recognition: Ngon et al. found that 11-month-olds acquiring French grouped disyllabic sequences based on their frequency of occurring together even when these sequences did not form words. 6 Learners must be able to reparse the speech stream and reestablish lexical form representations in order to recover from such errors.
Graf Estes et al. followed the teaching phase of a statistical segmentation study with a switch task for word learning in which word forms are paired with novel object referents, 7 finding that although 17-month-olds could map these newly-segmented forms onto meanings, they only did so for sound sequences that had strong internal structures (i.e., high transitional probabilities between syllables), but not those with equal frequencies but weak internal structures. Shukla et al. found that this ability is even present in 6-month-olds, although these infants could not map all statistically defined words onto referent objects, but rather only those that were aligned with prosodic constituency boundaries. 8 These findings suggest that input shapes learning, but not through mere frequency or familiarity; rather, it is the learner's intake from the input-that is, structured representations of sound sequences-that feeds the next learning task.
There may also be limitations in learners' abilities to use regularities in the input because of learner characteristics such as memory and processing abilities. For instance, Johnson and Tyler showed that infants were not able to identify word boundaries in a more complex situation than those studied previously, in which words varied in syllable number. 9 And a recent study using Bayesian modeling showed that learners more constrained in memory and processing abilities were consistently outperformed by ideal learners. 10 Taken together, these studies point to a discrepancy between the information available about word boundaries in the input and infants' abilities to use this information effectively-which may be limited by their developing memory and processing skills as well as their abilities to revise initially incorrect segmentations.
Distributional cues in the input can also support young learners' abilities to assign a phonological form to its grammatical category. Although languages differ in the precise types of cues they offer, learners are able to use the distribution of novel phonological forms with respect to free and bound function morphemes to perform this assignment. For example, 12-month-old English infants can use a preceding auxiliary or infinitival marker (e.g., can gorp, to gorp) to categorize novel words as verbs 11 ; 14-month-old French infants and 12-to-16-month-old German infants can use determiners to categorize novel nouns 12, 13 ; and by 18 months, infants can recognize familiar words only when they are used in their expected nominal or verbal distributions (e.g., they eat as opposed to *an eat). 14 15 Once a novel word's grammatical category is identified, the learner can narrow down their hypotheses about its meaning by utilizing relationships between grammatical and conceptual categories-for example, nouns typically name object kinds and verbs name event categories. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 
IDENTIFYING THE CONCEPT
Armed with the segmented form of a new word, the learner must identify the specific concept it denotes. This is no trivial task. Naturalistic learning situations will typically be cluttered environments yielding a large hypothesis space from which learners must identify the target concept. 23 Good learning situations may contain rich cues to help narrow this hypothesis space, including the observational context (e.g., what entities and actions are observable in the scene), the social context (e.g., what the speaker's communicative intent appears to be), and the linguistic context (e.g., syntactic structures and familiar words with which the word appears). But can learners make use of such contextual information? Fortunately, learners are well equipped-with cognitive biases that lead them to entertain certain hypotheses over others, with social-pragmatic abilities that help them identify a speaker's intended meaning, and with language parsing abilities that allow them access to the word's surrounding linguistic context. These strategies allow learners to transform the unstructured and unorganized input into systematized intake representations, eventually guiding them out of the word meaning jungle.
Conceptual Knowledge and Cognitive Biases
Infants come to the task of word learning with a rich store of representational means (e.g., perceptual, sensory-motor, conceptual) that enables them to glean information from the environment in a structured way, rather than experiencing it as a 'blooming, buzzing confusion.' 24 Infants view objects as bounded and enduring over time and space 25, 26 ; and they distinguish objects based on features like animacy, solidity, and numerosity. [27] [28] [29] They also encode individualized events that instantiate relations such as causation, figure and ground, manner and path of motion, and probable endstates. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] In recent work, 13-month-olds perceived tools as essential to bringing about action endstates, but only when the endstates could be interpreted as the goals of the actions. 35 Infants are thus able not only to represent such individual features of entities and events but to encode relationships between them.
On one hand, these representational means ensure that infants have access to the conceptual possibilities to which they can map a new word. On the other hand, the richness of these means may also expand the hypothesis space, given that, as Gleitman pointed out, 'an observer who notices everything can learn nothing.' 36 Fortunately, infants also appear to have access to biases or heuristics to constrain their initial hypothesis space when they encounter a new word and seek to identify its referent. These biases include the whole object assumption-the assumption that a word labels a whole object rather than part of an object 37, 38 ; the shape bias-the bias to generalize a word to other objects with the same shape 39 ; the taxonomic assumption, 40 or nouncategory bias, under which a word is hypothesized to extend to other members of the same category (e.g., 'dog' refers to the family dog and the neighbor's dog, rather than the family dog and thematically related objects like bones) 41 ; and mutual exclusivity, under which children assign a new word to a referent for which they do not already have a basic-level label.
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Of these, mutual exclusivity has been the best studied, earning many additional names and descriptions (e.g., Principle of Contrast 42 ; Novel NameNameless Category principle 43 ). These different proposals have important theoretical differences-for example, they differ in whether the driving force is essentially social-pragmatic in nature, 42, 44 such as an assumption that speakers will use conventional terms and that if they introduce a new term it must have a different referent, or whether it is essentially a novelty preference. 45 Halberda has suggested that learners engage in syllogistic reasoning to reject the familiar referent and instead select the novel referent, a proposal which is compatible with some but not others of the existing proposals. 46 Numerous experimental conditions manipulating how novel or familiar the candidate referents are to the child or to the speaker, and what kind of evidence the speaker provides about the intended referent, have revealed that children are sensitive to a variety of cues both to support a mutual exclusivity assumption as well as to override it when necessary, that is, when two labels are in fact assigned to the same object referent. 47 Thus, young learners' strategies not only include learning heuristics, but also conditions under which the heuristics are deployed flexibly.
The extent to which these constraints or biases are innate or learned, domain-specific or domain-general, has been hotly debated. 28, [48] [49] [50] For example, some have argued that the shape bias is likely to be learned rather than innate, 51, 52 by documenting that by the time learners have demonstrated this bias at 2 years of age, they have already learned words for objects that come from categories that are well defined by shape. While specific strategies like the shape bias may be learned, it may still, of course, be the case that innate knowledge systems ('core knowledge') underlie the acquisition of these other skills. 53 Importantly, regardless of their origin, these lexical constraints must be considered violable, if default, assumptions that can be overridden to permit children to acquire words such as homophones and labels for parts of objects. 54 Indeed, to acquire homophones, 5-year-olds use information about the sampling of exemplars and separately cluster the two meanings of a homophone in their conceptual space. 55 With these cognitive and conceptual strategies, child learners organize the otherwise unstructured observational input into semi-structured mappings between forms and meanings-these representations constitute their intake of the observational input.
Social-pragmatic Skills
Children are exquisitely sensitive to the social nature of language use. They expect language to be used communicatively-and in turn, expect that communicative signals are linguistic: In a recent study, 6-month-olds hearing beeps emitted from the mouths of human actors who were ostensibly engaged in conversation subsequently interpreted beeps as linguistic signals in an object categorization task, suggesting that they inferred from the conversational setting that even beeps can be a kind of language-like communicative signal. 56 Such early social communicative sensitivity is likely to generate a set of extremely useful strategies for narrowing down the hypothesis space for word meaning. A speaker's direction of gaze or pointing, for example, are often indicative of the referents of the words they use. Infants are able to use speaker's gaze to determine the object a speaker likely intends to label, 57 though they appear to be sensitive to the communicative intent in doing so-6-month-olds only follow an adult's direction of gaze when the adult signals an intention to communicate, 58 and 18-month-olds follow a robot's gaze but do not expect it to be indicative of meaning. 59 Young learners are also sensitive to other manifestations of a speaker's communicative intent. In an early demonstration of inference of communicative intent in word learning, 2-year-olds mapped novel nouns to objects that the actor was searching for, but not to those that were rejected during searching, and mapped new verbs only onto intentional but not accidental events.
60 Two-year-olds are also able to use an adult's affect such as surprise or excitement to infer that a novel word is being used to label an object that the adult has not seen before. 61 By the middle of the second year, children can use actors' gaze and/or gesture to distinguish similar-looking events that are distinguished by intention (e.g., tiptoe vs. tiptoe to pursue). 62 By preschool age, child learners develop more sophisticated social-pragmatic skills, taking into consideration a speaker's knowledge state and reliability when learning new words from them. 63, 64 Indeed, in some cases social interaction appears to be crucial for successful learning; recent studies on children's word learning from media, in particular, have suggested that media is only a successful teacher in social contexts-such as when it includes reciprocal social interaction or when parent scaffolding is also available. [65] [66] [67] Other studies, however, have documented children's abilities to learn word meanings in markedly less social contexts, such as overhearing others' conversations, whether live or videotaped, or hearing ambient linguistic streams. 7, [68] [69] [70] The nature and difficulty of the learning task may determine what kind of scaffolding is necessary, again highlighting the fact that input may be available to the learner in the form of speech that is not overtly directed to them, but the learner may not always be able to utilize this input-it may not ultimately be part of the learner's intake.
Linguistic Cues
Social-communicative cues may be particularly useful in highly transparent learning situations, in which the correct hypothesis about word meaning is much more salient than other hypotheses. For example, if the word 'cup' is said when the speaker holds and gazes at a cup, the learner is likely to guess the word's meaning correctly. But when new words are offered in learning situations of lower transparency (e.g., when the observational context is cluttered, such as on a playground), social-communicative cues may fall short. And in many cases, such cues are absent-Iverson et al. found that only 15% of parents' utterances were accompanied by referential gestures such as pointing. 71 In such situations, tapping into an unfamiliar word's linguistic context can be a particularly powerful cue to its meaning, as linguistic context can point the learner to hypotheses about meaning that are not identifiable on the basis of pure salience or attentional focus.
Gillette et al. provided support for this notion using what they called the 'Human Simulation Paradigm' (so named to humorously parallel the then exploding literature on computer simulations). Adult participants watched muted videos of parent-child interactions and were asked to guess what word the parent uttered to the child at various points in the video, based on observational and social context (e.g., the parent's pointing or gesturing to an object). 23 Participants performed poorly; from a single such instance, they guessed noun referents correctly less than one-third of the time, and when the word the parent had uttered happened to be a verb, they guessed the word less than 10% of the time. But when also given access to information about the linguistic contexts in which the words appeared, participants' performed much better.
Although linguistic context can assist with noun learning (by helping the learner determine whether a novel noun's referent is animate or inanimate, among other things 72 ) its role is best established with respect to verb acquisition. 36, 73 Experimental research has documented young children's ability, known as syntactic bootstrapping, to use linguistic context to infer a novel verb's meaning. For example, 2-year-olds use the number of a novel verb's arguments to assign it a causative or noncausative meaning, 74, 75 and 4-year-olds use the presence of sentential complements to infer that a verb denotes a mental state. 76, 77 By 2.5 years, children are also able to use the set of syntactic structures in which a verb occurs to more precisely determine its meaning. 78, 79 Importantly, maternal speech to young children contains the necessary information to support syntactic bootstrapping-that is, causative verbs often appear with direct objects, 80 and mental state verbs with sentential complements, and such patterns are robust across languages. 81, 82 Perhaps paradoxically, in order to take advantage of linguistic context in syntactic bootstrapping, children must already have a fair amount of lexical and grammatical knowledge in place, as well as practiced processing skills. [83] [84] [85] How do children develop these requisite abilities even as they use these very abilities to build up their lexical knowledge? Children seem to be able to form a rough parse of the linguistic context, based on their knowledge of function morphemes, prosodic cues, and minimal semantic knowledge.
For example, learners under 2 years of age can count the number of nouns in a linguistic contexttaking sentences with two nouns to name twoparticipant events, with the first-mentioned noun naming the agent and the second-mentioned the patient. 86 This rough heuristic is an effective strategy in general, but may also lead to predictable errors. For example, 21-month-olds misinterpreted the novel verb in 'the boy and the girl are gorping' to mean an event where the boy is doing something to the girl. 87 Similarly, French-learning 28-month-olds disregarded the prosodic cue in right-dislocated sentences like 'il dase, the bébé (he is dasing, the baby; meaning 'the baby is dasing'), and misinterpreted the intransitive verb as transitive. 88 And recent work demonstrates that adults and infants conceptualize event participants such as instruments of actions as event participants, which should lead learners using a counting-the-nouns heuristic to the erroneous hypothesis that instruments must be encoded in a sentence containing the verb, though in fact they are optional (e.g., Emeril cut the tomato (with a knife)). 89 Therefore, the degree to which learners can make use of syntactic bootstrapping depends on their developing language skills as well as their conceptualization of the referent event.
In recent work we have argued that supportive contexts for verb learning must have both low processing demands and high information content. For example, Arunachalam and Waxman found that 2-year-olds learning English acquired a novel verb's meaning if it was flanked by content nouns (e.g., 'The boy is gonna pilk the balloon') but not if it was flanked by less informative pronouns (e.g., 'He is gonna pilk it')-despite that the visual scene consisted only of a boy and a balloon and thus had no other salient interpretations. 90 But modified subjects (e.g., 'the nice tall boy') pose too high of a processing demand for 2-and 3-year-olds. 85 For younger children, at age 22 months, even a single content noun may pose too great a processing demand; He and Lidz found that in a simpler learning situation children performed better with 'it' or 'that thing' in subject position of a novel verb than the more informative but more difficult-to-process 'the balloon.' 91 For older children, age 5 years, pronouns are sufficient, but contexts with no overt arguments (e.g., 'Pilking!') are not informative enough. 92 Similarly, in a different paradigm, pilot studies suggest that novel nouns replacing the content nouns (e.g., 'The dax is gonna pilk the blick') may not support 2-year-olds' acquisition of a novel verb, 93 but may suffice for 3.5-year-olds. 94 These studies point to a developmental trajectory along which less and less information from the linguistic context suffices as children get older, while at the same time children become able to process more and more information. Further systematic research on how the input is filtered through the parser will be crucial if we are to understand the tandem development of linguistic knowledge and language processing.
LEARNING OVER MULTIPLE SITUATIONS
Thus far we have considered what the child learner can glean from minimal exposure, as is commonly presented in most experimental studies. But often, one scenario is under-informative. For example, it may be unclear what 'a blick' means in one scenario in which a bear, a toy truck, and a lamp are present; but if across multiple scenarios, when 'a blick' is heard, the toy truck is always present, but not the other objects, then the learner can draw a statistically based inference that 'blick' refers to the truck. This cross-situational learning mechanism-making comparisons across multiple observational scenes-may be critical for learners to converge on a word's target meaning. 95 To deploy this mechanism, the learner must extract multiple hypotheses on every learning situation, store them in memory, and compare across learning situations to select the best hypothesis. But can learners do this-and even if they can, do they, in naturalistic learning situations? These questions continue to be hotly debated. Some studies find that adults and young children are sensitive to and track such statistical co-occurrence of words and referents, [95] [96] [97] [98] but not without memory constraints. 99 Others find that learners do not store the entire referential set from an observational scene: In one study, Trueswell et al. found that even in a greatly simplified task with only two possible referents, learners only appeared to remember the referent they had initially hypothesized to be the referent of the novel word. 100 These authors proposed that learners use a mechanism they call 'propose-but-verify,' in which they store a single hypothesis in mind and then verify it against new learning situations.
Regardless of the specifics, it is clear that what learners take in from the input across situations is filtered through the learner's cognitive capacity (e.g., memory) and/or learning strategies (e.g., language users expect a speaker's utterance to have only one intended meaning). In other words, statistically based regularities may be available in the input, but biases, constraints, and learning heuristics are necessary for 'human-scale lexicons to be learned in human-scale time' 101 (also see Blythe et al. 102 and Reisenauer et al. 103 ). For example, Frank et al. 104 and Yu and Ballard 105 showed that models incorporating social cues (e.g., speaker's intention) were more successful than purely statistical models.
Multiple encounters are also important for learners to generalize a newly-learned word appropriately beyond the referent with which it initially occurred to other members of the same categorythe word 'dog' from the family poodle to all dogs, the word 'throw' from a pitch at Little League to all instances of throwing any kind of object. How do young learners achieve generalization at all, and the correct generalization at that? Variability serves as a strong source of evidence that a higher taxonomic level is the appropriate one; seeing multiple dogs all referred to as dogs is surely evidence that the word generalizes beyond a single dog, and should help the learner correctly identify the boundaries around the 'dog' category. Several studies have shown that variability aids the formation of word-object mappings. 51, 106, 107 Gentner, for example, has argued that analogical reasoning-or the ability to perceive the relational similarity between multiple exemplars-plays a fundamental role in the acquisition of word meanings, perhaps especially for words with inherently relational meanings such as verbs. 108 However, the role of variability in verb acquisition is as yet unclear, with studies conflicting as to whether the ability to compare across variable exemplars supports acquisition of novel verbs in the laboratory, 109 or whether less variability is better. 110 It is likely that factors such as the complexity of the event and the number of exemplars matter. [110] [111] [112] Learning that a word refers to a lower taxonomic level may also require multiple encounters. For example, encountering a novel word 'blick' with a Dalmatian (subordinate-level) that is also a dog (basic-level), it may be hard to decide at which level the word refers. But if 'blick' is heard three times in the context of three different Dalmatians, the taxonomically more specific meaning-'Dalmatian'-is more likely, because it would be a 'suspicious coincidence' to observe only Dalmatians labeled 'blick' if the word actually referred to all kinds of dogs. 106 Whether such a generalization can be learned solely from the input 106 or whether it also rests on preexisting knowledge about the relationships between grammatical and conceptual categories (e.g., nounobject, adjective-property) 113 is currently under debate. Spencer et al. found that the 'suspicious coincidence' effect was reversed when objects were presented in sequences (as opposed to simultaneous presentation), suggesting an interaction of the statistical regularities in the input and learners' attention and memory constraints. 114 A recent study using computational modeling affirmed such an interaction. 115 Thus, both 'fast mapping' and slower 'extended mapping' are mechanisms involved in word learning. Research on 'fast mapping' indicates that even on a single encounter with a new word, learners form some kind of initial representation of its meaning that can articulate their conceptual and lexical space. 116 With additional encounters with the word, learners can engage in a slower 'extended mapping' process of refining and consolidating their initial hypotheses about word meaning and integrating new lexical representations into their existing knowledge. 37, 117 And compared to how much we know about the different mechanisms available to the learner, we know relatively less about how the learner selects which mechanism to apply, for a given word type, at a given developmental stage, under a given learning situation. This deserves more emphasis in future work. Nevertheless, one area in which we are at an exciting new frontier is in understanding relationships between input and intake. As we have seen, while children must have access to environmental input to acquire the language of their community, this input is not veridically represented, but rather transformed into an organized, interpreted, and stored representation through interaction with the learner's linguistic and cognitive systems. Future work must continue to relate studies of the input with studies of children's linguistic and cognitive abilities. On both sides, more sophisticated methods have been developed to permit more sophisticated research. With respect to input, children's linguistic and extralinguistic environments can now be studied with dense sampling via LENA systems 118 or via video capture in the home. 119 Children's abilities are now being studied with neuroimaging, which, in combination with behavioral measures such as eyetracking and language production, lends precision to our picture of what the relevant mechanisms are and how they work. But relating input and learning, too, has made strides, as we now have ever more nuanced discussions of children's intake of the input. 83, 84, 120 For example, mediation modeling has shown that language processing speed is a mediator in the relationship between the quality of maternal language input as measured in LENA recordings and children's vocabulary outcomes. 121 Serious research on individual differences in both input and intake is relatively new but will play a tremendously important role going forward. So too, will be greater emphasis on studies of how individual languages, cultures, and other environmental features shape the trajectory of lexical development.
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